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My Creative Bible is an exciting new concept in ways to experience the word of God in Scripture.

This King James Version Journaling Bible is single-column printed, with two-inch-wide ruled margins

for note-taking, scribing your reflections or creative expression. Nearly 400 hand-drawn, Scripture

accompanying line-art illustrations are placed throughout the Bible to enhance embracement of The

Word. There is an index of the Scripture artwork - line-art suitable for filling. Users will find this an

invaluable visual tool for immersion and Bible study. The Silky-Soft Flexcover Edition features a

lovely floral design printed on a unique silky-textured material produced as an imitation leather, with

the screen-printed design seemingly woven right in. There is an attached ribbon page marker and

beautifully printed page-edges. Printed on high-quality cream Bible paper with a standard black text

size of 8.65 point. 1410 Pages. 6 1/2 x 8 1/4 x 1 5/8 Inch1410 Pages Silky-Soft Flexcover

BoundBeautiful Printed Page-EdgesLay-Flat SpineAttached Ribbon Page MarkerComplete KJV

Text in Single-Column SettingStandard Text Size - 8.65pt2 Inch Wide Ruled MarginsBlack Letter

Text on Quality Cream Bible PaperPresentation Page for Gift-GivingNearly 400 Full or Partial Page

Hand-Drawn Scripture Illustrations That May Be FilledGift Boxed

Flexibound: 1410 pages

Publisher: Christian Art Publishers; Flexcover Floral edition (March 1, 2016)
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I love it! I've attached a few pictures hoping to show size and a sampling of the artwork

inside.Cons:1. Flexible cover doesn't close properly.(see photo )2. More quotes in the margins than

artwork to color.3. I need to place blank paper between pages when I draw back to back as the

colored pencil tends to smear as if I were tracing the new drawing onto the previous page.Pros:1.

It's beautiful.2. The pages are thick enough to erase without tearing.3. A nice size for carrying



around in your purse or for study in church.4. The lettering is also a nice size. I use my regular

reading glasses and have no need of a magnifying glass.

I wondered how they were going to print a full Bible with illustrations to color - but I couldn't be more

pleased with my purchase! The first thing I noticed was that the pages are not white - they're a

cream color. The pages are thin, but not as thin as a traditional Bible. I use Prismacolor pencils and

the coloring looks just fine, no heavy show-through on the reverse side. I'm not sure how well

markers would work. The paper is smooth and accepts color well.I think the part I'm happiest with is

that it LAYS FLAT! I was afraid I'd have to struggle with a tight binding and smash it with one hand

while coloring with the other, but it's wonderful.Others have commented on the pretty cover, and I

agree, it's beautiful and has a silky smooth feel to it.Thank you, Christian Art Publishers, for a quality

product that I know I'm going to get hours and hours of joy out of.

I purchased this item so that I could begin Bible study. I also enjoy scrapbooking and being creative.

The Bible pages are very substantial, not thin. They will not tear or bleed through with writing. I have

used a gel pen, colored pencils, and Bible highlighters and none have caused any issues with the

pages (paper). There is ample space on the margins to write and make notes. The print is clear, and

easy to read. The outside cover has a fabric type silky feel making the book very enjoyable to hold

and it is very pretty.

This Bible is so pretty. I love the colors on the cover. The print is awesome. I wear glasses and I'm

able to read the print even without wearing my glasses. It's small enough to take to church. I love

that there are so many pictures to be creative on. I would highly recommend this Bible. I'm so glad

that i bought it.

This is such a beautiful Bible. I am just beginning the journaling adventure and I am so excited to sit

down with my new Bible. The pages are sturdier than a regular Bible so will be great for illustrations.

I am very pleased with this purchase

I love this Bible!! It was a gift from my Dad, and it is so beautiful!ProsThe front and back page are

sprawling with things to color, and in this area I was able to use my gel pensThe pages are sturdy

enough to erase onThe pages have plenty of side lines for notesThe drawings prettyConsThe

pages are thin and you can see what you colored on the previous pageI came picked this Bible up



daily since receiving it, one of the best gifts I have received! I attached 2 photos, one of the half

finished back, the other in how the colors show through. The bird was done (lightly) in pencil, the

flower in gel pen if that helps any.

Absolutely gorgeous Bible! Some people have commented on the thinness of the pages, but if you

watch YouTube videos on Bible Journaling, there are specific types of pens, markers, gelatos,

gesso, etc...that will not "bleed through" on your Bible. I've found all of the products mentioned here

on , and the prices are excellent compared to specialty stores (when purchased with free shipping

option).

I absolutely love this beautiful bible! It's amazing, and I'm very impressed with the unique silken

cover. The print isn't too small but I can see how some may wish it was a tad bigger. I adore how

you can color and create to make it your own, while still being respectful of your bible. There is

plenty of room in the lined margins for personal notes or sermon notes too. I hated the long wait for

it since I pre ordered it, but it was so worth the wait.
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